In this tutorial, I will be teaching you three fun drinking games that are enjoyable at parties and other small social gatherings. This paper is broken up into three different sections explaining each game with a technical description, step-by-step instructions, and a glossary of terms. Please note that drinking excessive amounts of alcohol can be dangerous. With that being said, please do not drink and drive after playing any of these games. The three games that I will be teaching you are Slap Cup, Chandelier, and Kings.

**Slap Cup: Description**

This game is a process that involves twenty or more red solo cups and at least four people. These cups are arranged in a circle and filled a third of the way with beer. You will also have two empty cups on the table. Each empty cup will be given to two people standing opposite of each other. The main motion of this game is bouncing a ping pong ball into the empty cup in front of you. If you make the ball in the cup the first time you can pass the cup to anyone on the table. However, if you make the ball in the cup after your first try you must pass the cup to the player on your left. If the player directly on your left is still shooting and you make it in your cup, then you slap their cup off the table and they must drink one of the cups that are in the center of the table. The cup you made goes to the player on the left of the player that is drinking. This process continues (in a fast manner) until all the cups have been emptied.
Slap Cup: Step-by-Step Instructions

Materials: Solo cups, two ping pong balls, willing participants, and beer.

1. Bounce shoot into empty cup in front of you. 2. Make it.

3. If the player on your left is shooting, slap their cup and pass the empty cup to the next available player on the left.

4. If not and first try pass anywhere, if not pass to left.
Chandelier: Description

The set up for Chandelier is each player has one cup, filled at least a quarter way with beer, placed in a circle in the center of a table. One empty cup is placed face down and on top is another cup placed face up that is filled heavily with beer.

Each player takes turns trying to shoot the ball into the raised center cup. If a player makes the ball into someone else's cup instead, then the owner of that cup must drink the contents and refill their cup. Once someone finally makes the center cup everyone must drink their cup as quickly as possible and play flip cup (see image below). The last player to flip their cup has to drink the center cup.
Chandelier:  Step-By-Step Instructions

Materials: Solo cups, one ping pong ball, at least four people, and beer.

1. Take turns bouncing into the center cup.

2. If another cup is made, the owner of the cup must drink and refill his or her cup.

3. If the center cup is made, all players must commence in a mini-game of flip cup.

4. Refill and repeat as desired.
Kings: Description

The setup for this game is to spread out the cards face down in a circular pattern in the middle of a table. Once you decide who will go first, that person pulls one of the cards in the pile. Each card pulled has a certain title associated with it. Refer to the glossary of terms for more details.

2: You
3: Me
4: Floor
5: Guys
6: Chicks
7: Heaven
8: Mate
9: Rhyme
10: Categories
J: Never have I ever
Q: Questions
K: Make a rule
A: Waterfall or Hotseat
Kings: Step-by-Step Instructions

Materials: Deck of cards, alcohol, and at least four people.

1. Pick a card from the pile.

2. Do whatever the card stands for (i.e. 9 is rhyme).
3. Place the card in the beer tab (if playing the pop top rule).

4. The next person pulls a card.
Glossary of Terms

**Breaking the ring of fire:** Optional rule that takes effect when a player breaks the circle of cards. The offender must chug the entire can of beer in the middle of the ring.

**Categories:** Pick a category and name the first example. Take turns saying different examples and the first to mess up must drink.

**Chicks:** All females must drink together.

**Flip cup:** The act of flipping a cup from face up to face down.

**Floor:** Last player to touch the ground must drink.

**Guys:** All males must drink together.

**Heaven:** Last player to raise their hands must drink.

**Hot seat:** An alternative to waterfall; pick someone and ask them a personal question. Everyone else also asks this person a question.

**Kill cup:** The last cup that is drank in Slap Cup that usually contains more alcohol than the other cups.

**Make a rule:** Make any rule that involves other players drinking.

**Mate:** Pick a partner to drink with.

**Me:** The player who picked this card must take one drink.
**Never have** 
All players put up three fingers and take turns saying “Never have I ever ____”. All players who have done said thing must put a finger down. First person to put all three fingers down drinks.

**Pop top:** 
Optional rule that requires players to place their card in the tab of a beer can placed in the center of the ring. The first to open the beer must chug the entire can.

**Questions:** 
Only ask questions; you must look at the person whom you’re asking the question to. Drink if you don’t ask a question or if you ask a question to the player who asked you the last question.

**Rhyme:** 
Pick a word that all players must rhyme with; first one to repeat a word already said or not rhyme must drink.

**Running a train:** 
When two players continue to pass the cup between each other and in turn make the same person drink continuously.

**Setting a trap:** 
Passing the cup to the shooting player’s left side.

**Waterfall:** 
Chug your drink for however long you want; everyone must drink until you choose to stop.

**You:** 
Pick a player to take one drink.